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Multiple choice questions
1.

Which of the following statements are correct?
a) both light and sound can travel through vacuum
b) sound travels faster in air than in solid

2.

In order to decrease the loudness of a sound we need to:
a) Increase the frequency
c) decrease the frequency

3.

b) sound cannot travel through water
d) sound travels slower than light

b)increase the amplitude
d) decrease the amplitude

An object vibrate with a frequency of 15 Hz. Which of the following statement is true?
a) It produces sound which we can hear .
b) It does not produces a sound which we can hear
c) It produces sound which we can hear if we strain our ears.
d) It does not produce sound

4.

Which is the correct order for speed of sound in different media?
a. Gas > liquid > solid
c. solid < liquid < gas

5.

Wave B produces a _______________ sound than wave A.

a) loud
6.

b. liquid < gas < solid
d. solid > liquid > gas

b) high pitch

c) low pitch

d) quiet

Say true or false
i) Sound and light need a medium for propagation.
ii) Speech develops as a result of hearing.
iii) The unit of loudness is Hertz.
iv) There will be 60 vibrations per minute in 1 Hz
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7.

Complete the analogy
i) Seismic waves : ……………. :: dogs : ultrasonic
ii) Loudness: decibel :: frequency : …………..

Two mark questions
8.

Give reason:
a) A tabla with tight membrane has higher pitch than a tabla with a loose membrane.
b) Lightning is seen earlier and thunder is heard later.

9.

An explosion occurs on the moon. Will it be heard on earth instantly? Give reason.

10.

Differentiate between infra sonic and ultra sonic sound.

11.

How does loudness depend on amplitude? If the amplitude is increased by three times, by how
much does the loudness increase?

12.

An alarm is kept inside a vessel as shown below. A person standing close to it can distinctly
hear the sound of alarm. Now if the air inside the vessel is removed completely, how will the
loudness of alarm get affected for the same person?

13.

The string of a violin A vibrates 12 times in 4 seconds while string of violin B vibrates 18
times in 6 seconds. Compare the frequencies of both.

14.

Explain in brief, how sound is produced by humans?

Three mark questionsquestions
15.

Which property of vibrations determines the pitch of a sound? Explain with the help of an
example.

16.

What do you mean by noise pollution? Suggest any four methods to reduce noise pollution in
your locality.

17.

How can you prove that the sound does not travel through vacuum?

18.

Amith watched the policemen form a cordon around the farm land.they let the police dogs loose in the
farm area. Amith then noticed that they were blowing whistles,but he could not hear anything.Can you
explain this?
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